
Torch Award Opportunities! 
...you can earn at SLC! 

 
Leadership: 122-Serve as voting delegate at a regional, state, or national leadership conference 
(identify the conference) (5 points) 
 
Leadership: 127- Participate in a BPA State Leadership Academy (2x 10pts ea.) 
 
Leadership: 129- Participate in a State Leadership Academy (identify the conference, state, year) 
(1 x 10 pts) 
 
Leadership: 130- Serve as a BPA State Leadership Intern (Identify the conference, state, and year) 
(1x 10 pts) 
 
Service: 220- Volunteer and/or participate in a service project sponsored by the BPA state or 
national organization (identify the involvement and project) (1x 15pts) 
 
Cooperation: 303- Participate in a combined chapter function with a BPA chapter from another 
division (or divisions) or alumni chapter (identify the division and function) (1x 10pts) 
 
Cooperation: 306- Participate in a BPA state-sponsored project that supports a community service 
organization such as, Special Olympics or Act Out Loud Rally. (identify the involvement and 
project) (cannot be used in conjunction with any other activity) (1x 10pts) 
 
Cooperation: 312- Participate in a BPA local, regional, state, or national safety project (identify 
involvement, project, and level) (cannot be claimed in conjunction with Love, Hope, & Faith 621) 
(1x 10pts) 
 
Cooperation: 337- Exchange ideas with members of your BPA chapter to identify ways of 
increasing chapter size (1x 5pts) 
 
Cooperation: 340-Exchange ideas with members from another BPA Chapter about fundraising (1x 
10pts) 
 
Cooperation:  350-Communicate with a State Officer on a BPA related topic (identify the person 
contacted, the topic, and the method of communication) (5 points) 

This is a MISCELLANEOUS torch award but you can put this sentence into torch award 350. 
 
Knowledge: 410-Participate in a Business Professionals of America nationally-approved 
competitive event, individual or team, at the state level (identify the name of competitive event) (2x 
5pts) 
 
Knowledge: 411-Place in a Business Professionals of America nationally-approved competitive 
event, individual or team, at the state level (identify the competitive event and place) (2x 10pts) 
 



Knowledge: 414-Attend a workshop at a regional, state, or national leadership conference (identify 
the workshop, presenter, and conference) (1x 5pts) 
 
Knowledge: 420- Give a presentation on any topic using computer or multimedia (electronic) 
technology (identify your topic, the technology used, the group you presented to, and the place 
where the presentation was given) (1x 5pts) 
 
Knowledge: 423-Take a State Merit Scholar Test (identify the conference) (1x 5pts) 
 
Knowledge: 424- Earn a State BPA Merit Scholar Award (identify the conference) (1x 10pts) 
 
Knowledge: 434-Take a certification exam sponsored by Certiport (2x 5pts ea.) 
 
Knowledge: 435-Achieve a certification sponsored by Certiport (2x 10pts ea.) 
 
Friendship: 505-Attend a Business Professionals of America state leadership conference (identify 
the conference)  (1x 5pts) 
 
Friendship: 519- Attend a social event with another BPA chapter (2x 10pts) 
 
Friendship: 528- Establish and maintain an email acquaintance with a BPA member from a 
different chapter (1x 5pts) 
 
Love, Hope, Faith: 602- Discuss BPA on a one-to-one basis with a business person outside the 
organization; it cannot be a school official or immediate family member (identify the person and 
situation) (2x 5pts) 
 
Patriotism: 716- Observe free enterprise in action by touring a company while visiting with their 
leadership (identify company and what observed)(identify company and what was observed) (1x 
5pts) 
 
Patriotism: 718- Visit an art museum, natural history museum, or similar facility (identify museum 
and what observed) (1x pts)  
 
Patriotism: 721-Tour a historical building or area (identify the building or area and what was 
observed) (2x 10pts) 


